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One of the main objectives of medical education is to help students develop the ability to solve medical problems. Medical problem-solving incorporates several processes—gathering data, developing and verifying hypotheses, evaluating results, and making final clinical decisions (Vu, 1978). In traditional instruction, students learn the clinical diagnostic process by working with real patients. Performance is assessed through direct observation. The traditional method, however, has limitations. It is often difficult to find the variety of patients necessary to provide students with experiences to sufficiently expose them to a wide breadth of diseases. Direct observation has its own inherent problems, especially in obtaining an accurate assessment of students' diagnostic performance. To alleviate these shortcomings, two additional methods of instruction and assessment have been developed: the record-based method and the simulation method. From the basic differences which characterize direct observation, record-based, and simulation methods, several different instruments of assessment have been created for each of those methods.

This article will review, evaluate, and compare these methods of assessment and their respective instruments. An overview of the instruments used with each method, along with some special features which characterize them (purpose, type of assessment, validity, reliability, and specific features) is provided in Table 1. A detailed description of the methods, the assumptions, and their respective instruments will follow.

**OBSERVATION-BASED METHOD**

The principal problem-solving activity of medical students is to manage an individual patient. Students are expected to gather appropriate data from the history and physical examination, and then derive tentative hypotheses or diagnoses. They should be able to evaluate these tentative diagnoses, collect more data as needed, and arrive at an appropriate final diagnosis. Then they must prescribe treatment and judge its effects on the patient.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Instrument</th>
<th>Purpose</th>
<th>Type of Assessment</th>
<th>Validity</th>
<th>Reliability</th>
<th>Specific Features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Observation-based</td>
<td>Rating scale and written report</td>
<td>Assessment and evaluation</td>
<td>Paper and pencil; group administration</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>- easy preparation and administration; low cost</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- unstandardized and incomplete measure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Record-based</td>
<td>POSR (1968)</td>
<td>Assessment and teaching tool</td>
<td>Paper and pencil; group administration</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>- easy administration; low cost</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Weed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- no scoring method</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hospital chart</td>
<td>Williamson(1965)</td>
<td>Assessment</td>
<td>Paper and pencil; group administration</td>
<td>Yes&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;(content)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>- easy administration; low cost</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Helfer(1967)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- chart records may be misleading, unrelated to the diagnosis, and difficult to interpret</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test for diagnostic</td>
<td>Kimoldi(1961)</td>
<td>Assessment</td>
<td>Card selection and verbal assessment; group administration</td>
<td>Yes&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;(content)</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>- easy administration; low cost</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- moderately easy scoring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- provides cueing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- low fidelity simulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient management</td>
<td>revised patient management problem</td>
<td>Assessment and evaluation</td>
<td>Paper and pencil; group administration</td>
<td>Yes&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;(content)</td>
<td>Yes&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>- long preparation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>problem (University of Illinois)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- easy administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>McGuire and Babbot(1977)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- no feedback - errors cumulative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- provides cueing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- fixed answer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- low fidelity simulation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 1
Summary of Methods and Respective Instruments Assessing Medical Problem-Solving
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Modified patient management problem</th>
<th>Assessment</th>
<th>Paper and pencil;</th>
<th>Yes (^b)(content)</th>
<th>Yes (^b)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Michigan State University) Elstein et al. (1978)</td>
<td></td>
<td>group administration</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diagnostic management problem</td>
<td>Assessment</td>
<td>Card selection; with paper and pencil;</td>
<td>Yes (^b)(content)</td>
<td>Yes (^b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helfer and Slater (1971)</td>
<td></td>
<td>group administration</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sequential management problem</td>
<td>Assessment</td>
<td>Paper and pencil;</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>NR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bemer and Tremonti (1975)</td>
<td></td>
<td>group administration</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer based examination of patient management problem</td>
<td>Assessment</td>
<td>Interactive computer;</td>
<td>Yes (^b)(content)</td>
<td>Yes (^b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Compuerized learning tool)</td>
<td></td>
<td>group administration</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient simulation</td>
<td>Assessment</td>
<td>Verbal interaction;</td>
<td>Yes (^b)(construct and content)</td>
<td>No (^b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elstein et al. (1976)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Individual administration</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portable patient problem pack</td>
<td>Assessment</td>
<td>Cards selection;</td>
<td>Yes (^b)(concurrent)</td>
<td>NR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barrows and Tamblyn (1977)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Individual and administration</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- long preparation
- easy administration
- moderately difficult scoring
- provides feedback
- natural sequence of processes can be observed
- provides cuing
- low fidelity simulation
- high cost in preparation and administration
- standardizes scoring
- provides feedback but no cuing
- low fidelity simulation
- long preparation and administration; high cost
- difficult scoring
- no cuing
- high fidelity simulation
- long preparation
- easy administration and scoring
- low fidelity simulation

a. NR = No research available.
b. Results based on studies reviewed in this report.
With the observation method, students are observed on the various aspects that constitute diagnostic problem-solving and evaluated by means of rating scales, written reports, and/or faculty impressions. Barro (1973), in reviewing the major studies on the observational method, focused on three important issues relevant to this method: (a) the dimensions of performance to be included, (b) the definitions and differentiations between “good” and “bad” performance along each dimension, and (c) the weight to be assessed to each category of performance. Based on available data related to these issues, she concluded that more evidence is still needed to decide whether direct observation is a valid and reliable measure of medical problem-solving performance. In addition, this method needs refinement because it is unstandardized and incomplete; because the cognitive skills to be evaluated are generally listed in a global manner and are interpreted differently by different evaluators; and, as Barro (1973) indicates, because the “direct observation approach needs to be validated against outcomes” to prove its validity.

**RECORD-BASED METHOD**

Problem-solving processes also can be assessed in retrospect from recorded information. Weed (1968) had devised the problem-oriented medical record (POMR) which, according to him, is useful not only for assessment, but also as a teaching device. The POMR “calls for a systematic account of the collection of data, the formulation of problems based on the data, the development of plans and treatment for each problem” (Barro, 1973). In theory, the POMR provides a structure that describes the thought processes of each physician and indirectly reveals the approach to problems that the physician uses. Up to now many articles have been written about POMR, although little of the available literature deals with it as a way to look at the problem-solving process. Several authors (Dinsdale, et al., 1975; Feinstein, 1973; Sandlow et al., 1977; Walker, 1976) have generally agreed that
more research is needed to establish whether POMR is advantageous as either a diagnostic or a problem-solving aid.

Another version of the use of medical records to assess clinical competence has been studied by Scott and Sniderman (1973). In this study, a number of interns dictated their evaluations of patient problems and their investigative and therapeutic plans for the patient. Interns' individual patient assessments as well as the assessments they made with a team were transcribed onto hospital charts; the charts are then evaluated and analyzed by a chief medical resident and attending physician in order to determine the interns' clinical problem-solving success and error. The study failed to prove the effectiveness of this method, however, because the validity was affected by four factors: incompleteness of measured problem-solving processes, competence of evaluators, indirect analysis of performance, and potential influence of the study effect on resident's performance. In addition, although hospital chart review may prove useful in assessing clinical problem-solving, extreme care must be exercised, because written information often does not reflect what actually occurs between the patient and the physician, nor is it necessarily related to the outcome of a diagnosis (Barro, 1973).

A different approach using review of hospital charts to assess physician's performance was described by Williamson (1965) and Helfer (1967). In this approach, a subject was presented with a brief clinical description of a patient followed by a list of possible diagnostic and therapeutic interventions that the subject could select. The problem-solving was evaluated by three scores: (a) an Efficiency Index, which is defined as the percentage of the physician's selections that were helpful; (b) Proficiency Scores, which estimate the quality of product inferred from the percentage of agreement with the criterion group in selecting beneficial and avoiding harmful interventions; and (c) a Competence Index, which indicates percentage of overall agreement with criterion judgment. However, no empirical data were reported to permit assessment of the reliability and validity of the hospital chart review as used in this approach.
Goetz, Folse, and Peters (1976), in using the chart review technique to specifically measure the skills of interpreting information and separating relevant from irrelevant cues, found this technique to be fairly reliable with adequate face and content validity. However, they also found that performance as measured does not generalize from one chart to another; rather, it appears to be task-specific.

In general, the instruments used in both the observation and the record-based methods seem potentially useful for assessing problem-solving processes and skills, but refinements are needed before either method will provide accurate and reliable measurement.

**SIMULATION METHOD**

Besides assessing problem-solving processes and skills through observation and chart review, other instruments have been devised using simulated physician-patient encounters. Several of these instruments are of major interest: the Test for Diagnostic Skills, the various Patient Management Problems (PMP), the Diagnostic Management Problem (DMP), the Sequential Management Problem (SMP), the Simulated Patient (SP), the Computer Based System (CBX), and the Portable-Patient-Problem-Pack (P4). In simulated problems, the subjects have several choices of routes to gain information and with each choice made new alternatives are available. It is assumed that the pattern followed by subjects in making choices and utilizing data within a simulation provides a picture of the problem-solving process.

**TEST FOR DIAGNOSTIC SKILLS**

One of the earliest instruments used was the Test for Diagnostic Skills devised by Rimoldi (1961). The subject is given specific information about a case to be solved. Additional information is obtained as needed by the subject from removable cards which have a question written on the top edge of the card and the answer
written on the reverse side. Three types of questions can be asked relating to patient interview and history, the physical examination, or laboratory tests. Questions the subject asks are rated in three ways: number of questions asked, relevancy of the questions in rapport to the final diagnosis, and order in which questions are asked. By looking at the order and the type of questions asked, it is implied that the subject's problem-solving process can be assessed. Weitman and Coisman (1975), in using Rimoldi's test, investigated some aspects of the process medical students use in addressing a clinical problem. In general it was found that “the outcome (diagnosis) has significant relationship with some aspects of the problem-solving process (amount and pattern of information employed) as well as the stage of training of the subjects” (Weitman and Coisman, 1975). According to these results, Rimoldi's Test for Diagnostic Skills appeared to measure some aspects of problem-solving ability and possess a degree of content validity. The reliability of this instrument has not been established.

PATIENT MANAGEMENT PROBLEM

Original Patient Management Problem—NBME. In an attempt to assess the different aspects of clinical competence, the National Board of Medical Examiners utilizes Patient Management Problems (PMP) in Part III of the NBME examination. The Board's PMPs are designed to measure nine different areas of clinical competence: history, physical examination, tests to be used, diagnostic acumen, treatment, care implemented, continuing care, physician-patient relationship, and responsibilities as a physician. In these PMPs students are given general information about the patient, results from the physical examination, and data from diagnostic tests. They must study the available information and decide what to do next. After selecting a course of action, they are instructed to turn to a separate answer booklet which contains a series of inked blocks. As they remove the ink for their selected choices, the students gain information about the results of the course of action selected. After each selection,
the situation changes, a new problem develops, and new decisions must be made. This step-by-step progression, wherein each step is accompanied by an increment of information, is characteristic of this testing method (which is also called the linear programmed testing). Students proceed in a step-by-step fashion through a sequential unfolding of a series of problems and cannot change any answers once made. Their responses, whether right or wrong, are clearly apparent to the scorer. The total score a student receives is “the number of correct choices made (the number of indicated procedures selected plus the incorrect procedures avoided)” (Barro, 1973).

Concerning the reliability of the PMPs, which is defined as the stability of scores, Hubbard (1971) has shown that PMPs, as devised by the National Board, are fairly reliable.

For the content validity of the PMP, Barro (1973) indicates that the PMP does not assess proportionately the nine areas of clinical competence it assumes to assess. In an attempt to determine the content validity of the PMPs, Schumacher, Burg, and Taylor (1975) compared the performance of the interns and the third-year medical students on PMPs and found that the performance of the former was better than the latter. These results imply that the PMPs on the NBME seem to measure “something that is occurring in direct clinical training . . . that the thing learned is relevant to actual practice” (Barro, 1973). Hubbard (1971) has indicated that the correlations calculated between the subjects' performance on the PMP section of the Part III and the Part II of the NBME ranged from .34 to .48. These coefficients, according to Hubbard (1971), “reflect the degree of correlation that would be expected between medical knowledge and additional elements of clinical competence inevitably based upon medical knowledge but representing skills that are to a degree independent of factual knowledge.” Comparing the subjects' performance on the PMPs with their performance on Part II of the NBME, and comparing the performance of the interns and the third-year medical students on the PMPs only partially confirm the content validity of the PMPs. For further confirmation, the subjects' performance on the NBME PMPs should also be com-
pared to the direct measure of their performance in a real patient encounter.

Revised Patient Management Problem—University of Illinois. In an attempt to create a more objective and more easily administered test than the PMP as devised by the National Board, McGuire and Babbott (1977) have revised the PMP by modifying its content and procedures. According to Barro (1973), the revised PMP contains four major aspects that distinguish it from the original:

1) The statement of the problem or case contains less information.

2) The revised PMP requires a series of sequential and interdependent decisions representing various stages in the management of the patient (branching program).

3) The feedback of the branching program allows the subject to receive information about the results of each decision as a basis for subsequent action, and allows for different medical approaches and for variation in patient responses appropriate to the approaches. The revised PMP requires the subject to make not a single, correct solution, but to make choices from a large number of strategic routes, several of which may lead to an acceptable result.

4) The revised PMP differs from the National Board's PMP in its scoring technique.

In order to assess performance on the revised PMP, McGuire and Babbott (1977) have devised five scores: Efficiency, Proficiency, Errors of Omission, Errors of Commission, and a Composite Index of overall competence.

Although McGuire and Babbott's (1977) method of scoring PMPs is valuable in assessing the different aspects of clinical problem-solving, it does have limitations. One major problem derives from the complex system of weighting the items. Because of the weighting system, revised PMPs seem unable to reflect qualitative differences between decisions. For example, a choice which results in the death of the patient is qualitatively different from a choice which only causes discomfort or financial difficulty.
In order to compensate for these limitations, Donnelly (1976) suggested a different method of weighting the items that is both simpler and easier to interpret. He proposed a different computation formula for the Proficiency score which takes into account the relative value of the indicated and contraindicated choices made. This single score proves more consistent with faculty evaluation and also more readily identifies students' deficiencies in clinical problem-solving.

Another problem in the revised PMPs scoring system is described by Marshall (1977). With McGuire's scoring system, respondents who reach a correct confirmed diagnosis with only essential information have the same score as those who take more circuitous pathways and accumulate a mass of data in the process. In order to overcome this deficiency, Marshall (1977) suggested that a maximum mark should be assigned to each individual section in a PMP. The efficient problem solver would then receive all the marks possible in each section, while the respondent who generates superfluous data would not benefit in doing so. This system of scoring, then, allows the efficient performer to be more readily distinguished from the inefficient one. Depending on the PMP users' intentions and priorities, the scoring proposed by Donnelly (1976) or Marshall (1977) can provide them with alternative ways to measure performance.

Although the revised PMPs have been used by some medical schools in order to assess problem-solving and clinical decision-making, few studies have been done to verify their validity and reliability. Content validity can be assessed easily, since the revised PMPs are constructed to include the main components involved in clinical problem-solving. However, it is difficult to determine the PMP's concurrent validity (approximating the performance on PMPs to performance in the real clinical encounter) due to the fact that the PMP format forces respondents to select among available questions rather than initiating their own. Furthermore, the format does not allow subjects to shift back and forth between the activities of history and physical as they see the needs (Goran et al., 1973). Goran et al. (1973) studied the performance of physicians and medical students in a revised
PMP focusing on urinary tract infection (UTI) and compared it to their performance in a real clinical setting. It was found that the subjects were more thorough in their pursuit of a differential diagnosis of UTI in the revised PMP format than they were in a real clinical setting. The performance on the revised PMP, in fact, did not discriminate between the poor, average, and excellent problem solver. The “average” physician did better on the revised PMPs than in actual practice—in fact, those who did best on the revised PMPs did not consistently do best in actual practice. The results from this study, however, should be interpreted and used with caution: First, the data obtained about the clinical encounters were extracted from charts and, as not all findings from an encounter are recorded, results derived from charts may be biased. Second, as the study was unable to assess identical cases for both formats and looked instead at cases comprised of common complaints and diagnoses, comparisons of performance may not be valid. Feightner and Norman (1976), in an attempt to use identical cases in both the revised PMP and simulated patient (SP) formats, have found that performance measured by a revised PMP format is different from that measured using a simulated patient, and that the difference occurred throughout the history, physical, investigation, and management. (Performance in this study was defined in terms of frequency of options selected by subjects.)

In general, the concurrent validity of revised PMP remains unconfirmed. Overall performance on PMPs has not been shown consistent with performance in either real clinical encounters or with simulated patients. As the scores on PMPs derive from algorithms and the scores obtained in a real clinical encounter or with simulated patients do not, further studies might investigate whether this undemonstrated concurrent validity is due to the different systems of scoring used by the various formats.

McGuire and Babbott (1977), in studying the PMP’s reliability, had to define reliability as “consistency of measurement” or “the extent to which a particular set of scores in simulated exercises is generalizable to many possible similar tests” (Cattell, 1974; McGuire and Babbott, 1977). Since each of the items within
A PMP is weighted differently, is interdependent, and provides different amounts of feedback to students, the reliability of the PMP could not be "commonly estimated" as other instruments which usually consist of independent items measuring a same trait. McGuire and Babbott (1977) have found that for tests which consist of one fairly lengthy problem, the coefficient of reliability ranges from .75 to .85; for tests which have two or three problems within one medical specialty, the reliability varies between .80 to .90; and, finally, for tests comprised of 10 to 12 problems in different medical specialties, the coefficients range from .85 to .94. Based on the findings, McGuire and Babbott have concluded that the performance measure increased in reliability as the number of problems given to the subjects increased. In other words, the measure of students' performance is more reliable when they are tested on several different problems.

**Modified Patient Management Problem—Michigan State University.** A third type of Patient Management Problem was devised at Michigan State University by Elstein, Shulman, and Sprafka (1978) and used in the Medical Inquiry Project. In general, it is similar to the one devised by McGuire and Babbott (1977) at the University of Illinois, but since it is used as an observation tool rather than an evaluation instrument, some modifications were made in the format and scoring method. The Modified Patient Management Problem allows two main kinds of observation: (a) the "natural sequence" of processes that a subject would utilize to manage patients and (b) the order in which information is collected. Three scores are calculated instead of five: Efficiency, Thoroughness, and Diagnostic Accuracy.

In order to determine the content and concurrent validity of the modified PMPs, physicians' performance on modified PMPs was compared to their performance on the original PMP format, and to simulated patient format. Content validity for the PMPs appears confirmed, since the overall processes used by the subjects to solve modified PMPs closely resembled those employed in patient simulations. The concurrent validity of the modified PMPs was determined by comparing the means and
standard deviations of Thoroughness, Efficiency, and Accuracy scores on the modified PMP format with those from both the original PMP and the simulated patient formats. The relationship between scores on the modified PMPs and those on the simulated patient proved to be no stronger than the score relationship between original PMPs and simulated patient problems. These results are difficult to interpret, however, because the content of the problems was not identical for the three types of simulations.

The reliability of the modified PMPs was estimated using the Angoff formula on internal consistency (Angoff, 1953). In general, the problems used in the Medical Inquiry Project appear to be internally consistent. Nonetheless, the reliability estimate determined in this study remained relatively weak because the items in each problem were redundant and interdependent, violating the assumptions underlying Angoff's formula, which is based on the independence of the items. Elstein et al. (1978) have suggested that the reliability of the problems would best be determined based on a test-retest measure so that the results can be more generalizable.

§

DIAGNOSTIC MANAGEMENT PROBLEMS

In a similar attempt to measure the process used by students in solving clinical problems, as well as to provide an easier way to score performance, Helfer and Slater (1971) created a new instrument called the Diagnostic Management Problem (DMP). It is a modified version of both the Rimoldi test and Patient Management Problems. In this instrument the subjects are presented with 96 cards which represent one clinical problem. Each card contains a specific historical fact, a physical finding, or a single laboratory result. The subjects are also told the setting in which they are working and are given a brief description of the case and an index sheet which itemizes the type of information available on each of the numbered cards. The students proceed to work through the problem by selecting as many cards as they desire and in any order they want. They record on an answer
sheet the number of each card selected and the order in which the cards are chosen. Primary and secondary diagnoses are also recorded. Students' scores are based on their performance and compared to defined criteria. Each student receives four scores: Process, Efficiency, Competence, and Diagnostic Scores. These scores are based on the order in which the cards are selected, the total number of cards chosen, and the usefulness of the selected cards.

To determine the reliability of the DMP (defined here as the consistency of performance across problems), Helfer and Slater (1971) asked 19 senior medical students to solve two dissimilar DMPs, and compared their scores on the two tests. The obtained reliability coefficient was .66, although this increased to .80 when students were compared on four tests instead of two.

Robinson and Dinham (1977) attempted to determine the reliability of DMPs by looking at the internal consistency of subscores in two sets of DMPs containing three systematically arranged problems apiece. Each problem was considered as an item. In general, they found that there was high internal consistency for some subscores of the DMPs in each test package and mixed or low internal consistency for the other subscores. In addition, internal consistency of subscores varied by test package, although Process and Omission scores showed a general high correlation. Robinson and Dinham's (1977) findings suggest that the DMPs do not seem to be reliable tests, and, consequently, using them to assess problem-solving processes accurately may be difficult.

Concurrent validity for DMPs was estimated by comparing the score of 42 senior medical students on DMPs with their scores on NBME Part II (which mainly measures factual recall), their scores on PMPs, and their evaluation by faculty. According to Helfer and Slater (1971), if the DMPs did in fact measure the process, the correlation of the scores on DMPs should be low with NBME scores measuring recall, higher with the subjective evaluation by faculty, and higher still with performance on the PMPs. The correlations found were, respectively: .009, .40, and
The authors concluded that DMPs indeed measure not factual recall, but rather the process of problem-solving.

In studying the construct validity of DMPs, Robinson and Dinham (1977) compared students' performance on DMPs before and after a Pediatric/Internal Medicine Clerkship. It was expected that if the tests were valid, they would prove sensitive to prepost clerkship differences in problem-solving skills. In comparing the mean scores of pre-post-clerkship performance, they found significant differences in the scores of Process, Omission, Efficiency, and Diagnosis. On the other hand, when construct validity was defined in terms of the difference in performance among students beginning their first clerkship and those starting their third clerkship, the results were less promising. It was found that more experienced students scored higher than less experienced students on the Process, Omission, and Diagnosis subscores, but not on others. Although the concurrent and construct validity of DMPs are somewhat confirmed in this study, caution is necessary in interpreting the data because the two DMP tests used in Robinson and Dinham's (1977) study were found to be neither reliable nor parallel.

Although the DMPs provide an easier method of scoring and a finer breakdown of the scores when compared to the revised (McGuire and Babbott, 1977) and the modified PMPs (Elstein et al., 1978), all three formats have one main disadvantage in that they all include a cueing aspect in their instruments. All three formats, by listing possible options and alternatives from which students can choose, provide clues for diagnosis that are not readily available in real-life situations. In effect, this characteristic may introduce a biased measurement of performance in that cued situations can provide higher scores of performance than uncued situations, especially for poorer students (McCarthy, 1968). Provision of cues not only provides an artificial clinical situation in which problem-solving performance cannot be validly measured, but also explains why the performance on revised or modified PMPs and on DMPs are not comparable to performance with a simulated patient or in real clinical encounters.
SEQUENTIAL MANAGEMENT PROBLEM

In an attempt to reduce the cueing aspects found in the revised PMPs (Elstein et al., 1978; McGuire and Babbott, 1977), Solomon (Martin, 1975) from the University of Illinois devised a different problem format called the Sequential Management Problem (SMP), in which students have to generate their own questions in order to obtain information. In return, they receive immediate feedback about their request, which allows them to decide the next step to be taken in order to reach a diagnosis. In the SMP format, contrary to the revised PMPs (McGuire and Babbott, 1977) and the DMPs, students also receive corrective feedback which allows them to make fewer cumulative errors as they proceed to their diagnosis. Martin (1975), in studying physician's performance on the revised PMP and SMP formats presenting an identical case, has found that physician's performance (a) is better in history and physical examination in the revised PMP format than in SMP, and (b) is better in the laboratory selection and management in SMP format than revised PMP. This superiority of the laboratory selection and management performance in SMPs could be due to two factors: first, in the SMPs, as the students are provided with corrective feedback, their errors are not cumulative; and second, as revised PMPs provide subjects with alternatives to choose from instead of originating their own questions as in SMPs, the subjects may not be able to assimilate all the given information effectively in order to decide on the appropriate management. Besides this finding, which suggests little equivalence between the SMP and revised PMP formats, no data on the validity and reliability of the SMPs is yet available. SMPs, however, do have several positive features in format and scoring: (a) as each section of the SMP provides a separate score, the areas of strength and weakness are readily detected; and (b) the feedback provided to the students in the SMP also may instruct them toward correct analysis and management (Berner and Tremonti, 1975).
Another patient management simulation that has been developed to measure patient management skills is the Computer-Based Examination (CBX). This system was derived from a project at the University of Wisconsin (Madison) with the support of the National Board of Medical Examiners and the American Board of Internal Medicine. In this system, students operate a standard computer terminal using the CBX model to do a work-up of a patient case. The simulation starts by presenting a patient complaint. Users can then interact with the computer in order to gather information, order tests, and formulate diagnoses. The computer also provides information about the progress of the patient and the test results. Analysis of the users’ performance is based on the efficiency with which they handle the various cases and the sequence and degree of efficiency of the tests and therapies they ordered. In addition, users are advised to minimize risk caused to a patient, cost involved, length of stay, time to start corrective therapy, and time spent on a particular patient case. Schultz, Newsom, Entine, Neal, and Friedman (1975) have indicated in a study of residents’ performance with the CBX that based on their residents’ evaluations of the system, CBX generally reflects real-life performance on actual patients.

Another technique for assessing clinical skills using the computer is the Computerized Patient Management Problem, which attempts to simulate certain components of the physician-patient encounter. In general, Computerized Patient Management Problems (CPMPs) are considered more objective than oral assessment of clinical skills because the subject matter and the scoring are standardized (Grace et al., 1975). In addition, compared to the paper-and-pencil PMPs, the CPMPs prevent students from “retracing” or looking ahead to subsequent items and disallows the possibility of additional choices after leaving a given problem (Schumacher et al., 1975). These characteristics render the CPMP format a closer approximation of the real-life setting; in either format one cannot go back in time to take an
action that already should have been taken, nor can one look in
the future to see the results of an action not yet taken.

The CPMP format currently has been used as a comple­
mentary testing procedure by the National Board of Medical
Examiners and the Royal College of Physicians and Surgeons of
Canada. To determine validity, CPMPs are used in conjunction
with both a multiple-choice exam (MCQ) and an oral examina­
tion as a certification process of the Royal College (Shakun et
al., 1976). Students must pass the MCQ and the CPMPs before
taking their oral examinations. A factor analysis showed that
while orals and MCQ tend to measure basic knowledge, CPMPs
measure general components of problem-solving. On the other
hand, Schumacher et al. (1975), in comparing linear-written
PMPs and CPMPs, have found that by transforming linear-writ­
ten PMPs into CPMPs, the reliability and validity of CPMPs re­
main nearly the same. As the results are still limited, further
studies are needed to confirm these results and validate the
CPMP format.

PATIENT SIMULATION

The Patient Simulation consists of physicians interacting
with patients who are trained actors. As in real-world medicine,
the physicians do the history and physical exam and decide which
data are needed and what laboratory tests are necessary. The
Patient Simulation is used in many different ways. Elstein et al.
(1978), for example, videotaped the work-ups and encouraged
physicians to “think aloud” by giving accounts of their decisions
and relating their thoughts at different points in the interview.
This kind of introspection technique was used as an attempt to
move beyond observable behavior into the thought processes
involved in the physicians’ problem-solving. In using simulated
patients, Elstein et al. (1978) found the technique beneficial in
determining, defining, and tracing the processes involved in
problem-solving. In addition, construct and content validities of
the Simulated Patient were confirmed, but discriminant validity
was not (Elstein et al., 1978). In other words, performance with
patient simulations did not provide a clear discrimination between "criterial" and "noncriterial" physicians because individual physicians' performance varied from one case to another. Inconsistencies in performance necessarily affect the reliability of an instrument or the degree of stability with which it measures problem-solving performance. Nonetheless, although the study failed to confirm discriminant validity and reliability in patient simulation instruments, these findings should be interpreted with caution. According to Elstein et al. (1978), inconsistency in performance could have been affected by several factors inherent in the study, such as insufficient variability in the sample, the limited number of problems, or the number of questions used within the problems.

PORTABLE PATIENT PROBLEM PACK—P4

The Portable Patient Problem Pack is a method of simulating a patient's problem in a card deck format devised at McMaster University, Ontario, Canada. Each problem consists of a deck of cards in a variety of colors, as well as slides, printed instructions, and evaluation materials. Colors characterize the type of action taken by the students, such as history, physical examination, investigations, consultations, and treatment or management intervention. The front of each card describes the specific action that the card represents and displays a series of questions that the students should ask. These questions are listed in order to help shape the effectiveness and efficiency of the student's problem-solving skills. Cards for actions such as investigations and consultations may have a number which indicates the time delay involved in obtaining the result of that action in the real clinical situation. The back of each card gives the students answers to questions asked on the front or results of the physical examination or investigations. According to Barrows and Tamblyn (1977), this method allows students to take any action they find appropriate and to see the results of each action before proceeding to the next step. It can be used both as a learning tool and as an evaluation instrument. As a learning tool, for
example, students may stop any time during the problem to read, study, or confer with faculty in order to improve their problem-solving acumen. As an evaluation instrument, the P4 deck assesses students' problem-solving abilities through the pattern of cards accumulated.

The concurrent validity of the Portable Patient Problem Pack has been assessed by comparing performance between the P4 deck and a simulated patient encounter presenting the same problem (Tamblyn and Barrows, 1978). The only significant differences found between the two formats were in the students' consultant and management actions: more actions were taken with the P4 than with the simulated patient. Tamblyn and Barrows (1978) explained that these differences in performance may derive from a confounding factor: some confusion by the students about the use of the P4's time delay and consultant cards. Otherwise, no differences were found between the two formats in the frequency of actions taken on history or examination, the overall outcome, or the process score. The last findings reflect an apparent validity of the Portable Patient Problem Pack and suggest its potential utility for teaching and assessing problem-solving skills. The reliability of the P4 format has not yet been established.

SUMMARY

The various methods of measurement and their respective instruments in the area of clinical problem-solving have been reviewed and discussed. These methods consist of the observation-based method, the record-based method, and the simulation method. Instruments used in the observation-based method rely largely on rating scales and written reports. In the record-based method, the major instruments are the Problem Oriented Medical Records (Weed, 1968) and hospital chart reviews (Helfer, 1967; Williamson, 1965). Instruments utilized in the simulation method are: Test for Diagnostic Skills (Rimoldi, 1961); various Patient Management Problems (Barro, 1973;
Elstein et al., 1978; McGuire and Babbott, 1977); Diagnostic Management Problems (Helfer and Slater, 1971); Sequential Management Problems (Berner and Tremonti, 1975); problems based on computer (Grace et al., 1975; Schultz et al., 1975); Patient Simulations (Elstein et al., 1978); and, finally, the Portable Patient Problem Pack (Tamblyn and Barrows, 1978). Although each of these instruments shares a common format—presenting a patient problem or a case to be solved—they differ in several aspects. As shown in Table 1, each instrument varies in its purpose, format, cost, degree of difficulty in preparation and administration, validity, reliability, and scoring. The variables which characterize each instrument must be considered carefully by potential users to determine which of the instruments is most appropriate for specific educational intentions.

Although the instruments have been devised for specific purposes, they can be adjusted according to the users' needs. An instrument created to assess problem-solving can be adapted to be used as an evaluation or a teaching tool. For example, the revised Patient Management Problem (McGuire and Babbott, 1977), which was created to assess performance, also can be adapted to evaluate the strengths and weaknesses of students' problem-solving or to allow them practice in making differential diagnoses.

The format of the instrument allows the users to choose individual administration (Patient Simulation, Portable Patient Problem Pack) or group administration (Patient Management Problem, Sequential Management Problem) modes of assessment (paper and pencil, verbal or computerized assessment), provision or nonprovision of cueing and feedback, and degree of fidelity in simulation. As the cost and the degree of difficulty of test administration depend on the format utilized, users must consider these aspects in order to choose the appropriate instruments.

The scoring methods and even the type of scores obtained in each instrument also vary. For example, although the revised PMP (McGuire and Babbott, 1977) and the DMP (Helfer and
Slater, 1971) each have five score indexes, the two instruments have different criteria for measured performance and consequently different types of scores. As a result, it is important for the users to interpret both the score and the performance assessed by the instrument in the context from which they are obtained. Scores obtained by subjects on PMPs and DMPs should be interpreted differently from scores obtained from patient simulations: the latter instrument may be more difficult because it provides no cueing, while a Patient Management Problem does.

As the review demonstrated, reliability has not yet been determined for all the instruments. In fact, even for the instruments which have had their reliability calculated, the reliability often remains unconfirmed. Two indexes of reliability are calculated: the internal consistency of the problem and the stability of performance across problems. With traditional methods of calculation, the internal consistency of a problem assumes the independence of the items within it. As most medical problems consist of dependent items, traditional methods to determine the internal consistency are not appropriate. On the other hand, when reliability is measured by consistency of performance across problems, the instruments are generally found to be unreliable because performance appears to be case-specific. In an effort to overcome these problems, Speedie (1976) has suggested that reliability should be redefined and measured according to the general purposes of the investigation. For example, if the investigation is interested in determining general human problem-solving characteristics, it is important to control the experimental conditions to improve the accuracy of the measurement. On the other hand, if an investigation tries to detect individual differences in problem-solving ability, it is more important to have statistical estimates of the accuracy of the measure.

Most of the instruments reviewed have demonstrated some content validity in that they do measure the general processes involved in clinical diagnosis. The construct validity, however, has not been determined for any of the instruments except for the
Patient Simulations (Elstein et al., 1978). It was found that Patient Simulation problems measure variables that parallel the ones described in theories covering other content domains of problem-solving as well as those in broader theories of cognitive functioning (Elstein et al., 1978). The concurrent validity has only been investigated for the revised (Feightner and Norman, 1976; Goran et al., 1973) and modified (Elstein et al., 1978) Patient Management Problems, and the Portable Patient Problem Pack (Tamblyn and Barrows, 1978). To determine their concurrent validity, the performance on revised PMPs was compared with the performance on the same problems in a real clinical setting (Feightner and Norman, 1976), while the performance on modified PMPs and with the Portable Patient Problem Pack were compared with the performance obtained on Patient Simulations (Elstein et al., 1978; Tamblyn and Barrows, 1978). Concurrent validity for revised PMPs remains unconfirmed (Feightner and Norman, 1976; Goran et al., 1973), while validity for modified PMPs and the Portable Patient Problem Pack are only partially confirmed. These findings indicate that performance obtained from low-fidelity simulations (that is, revised PMPs, modified PMPs, and Portable Patient Problem Pack) is not comparable to performance obtained in high-fidelity simulations (Patient Simulation) or in the real clinical setting. This raises an important question for users: What are the advantages in using low-fidelity versus high-fidelity simulation instruments?

From the review it has been demonstrated that the low-fidelity simulations have several advantages over both the high-fidelity simulations and the real clinical setting. These advantages lie in cost, time involved in preparation and administration of the instruments, and the availability of a wider sample of behaviors and diseases to measure. Disadvantages include the loss of certain aspects of reality and lack of the clinical interview setting. However, even these assumed disadvantages have not been verified: for example, it has not yet been empirically determined which features of reality are essential for inclusion in a simulation. It has not been demonstrated how or even whether the unavailability of a verbal interview affects problem-solving
performance or diagnostic outcomes. It is now important to determine which general characteristics of performance distinguish between high- and low-fidelity simulations. Elstein et al. (1978) suggested that when such characteristics are defined, it may be possible to develop a correction formula or adjustment of scores that will enable us to correlate information collected from high-fidelity simulated situations with information from low-fidelity simulations.

In conclusion, available data on the instruments of each method are incomplete, as is evaluation. In order to obtain a complete evaluation of each instrument, future research will need to provide data on validity or reliability, scoring procedures, the evidence of practicality (for example, time to develop and score, amount of required manpower) and, finally, the level of students for whom an instrument is appropriate.

As the task of choosing an appropriate instrument is far more complex than it seems, such complete data along with a careful and systematic approach in considering the different properties of each instrument will be essential to insure the appropriate decision.
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